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INTRODUCTION
This document contains sample reports for Akixi Lite, Akixi 1000 and Akixi 2000. The Desktop
Wallboard is available on Akixi 1000 and Akixi 2000.
The purpose of this document is to demonstrate how each product functions and the various report
styles that are available for each user’s preference. Akixi Lite offers a basic call logging service, Akixi
1000 helps you manage your telephony resources and usage efficiently, and Akixi 2000 enables you
to effectively manage your staff, campaigns and resources. Desktop Wallboards provide real-time
statistics which display business related activity that helps to motivate you and your teams.
This document also provides information about Charting, Polycom VVX Integration and Call
Recording.
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AKIXI LITE
The Akixi Lite offers basic call logging that includes historical call reporting, scheduled reports, cradle
to grave call reporting and trend analysis by multiple intervals such as per half an hour, day or week
and calls by telephone number.

Akixi Lite Reports
Historical Call List
Calls By Half Hour Interval
Calls By Day
Calls By Week
Calls By Telephone Number
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HISTORICAL CALL LIST
See the details of each call made or received and search for specific calls
by criteria

This report style generates a historic list of call records for call segments that have already ended.
The list can display one or more entries for the same underlying call, for each segment of the call that
was transferred or diverted between different locations in the telephone system. Historical Call List
can be run against any date/time option and offers cradle-to-grave reporting.

Tip

When this style is run for the “Real-Time” date/time option, newly ending segments of
active calls are automatically appended to the end of the generated report output as they
terminate on the telephone system.
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CALLS BY HALF HOUR INTERVAL
Shows how busy you are during different times of the day

This report style displays a list of half hour intervals that exist within the starting and ending duration
that the corresponding report is run against. When the report is being run across multiple days, a
single half hour interval is displayed to represent all calls occurring within that specific interval for any
day included within the specified date/time range.
Call statistics are displayed against each item. Dynamic row highlighting is supported for the last
rows displayed against Real-Time variants of the report, based on whether active calls which started
in those half hour intervals are currently being alerted or answered.

Tip

This is useful when viewing general call trends over the different times of the day across
an entire reporting period.
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CALLS BY DAY/WEEK
Compares statistics over different days/weeks in a period

Calls By Day/Week displays a list of weekly intervals that exist within the starting and ending duration
that the corresponding report is run against. Call statistics are displayed against each item. This
report type can be run against any date/time option.

Tip

It is advised not to run it in the “Real-Time” duration option as the corresponding report
will then only show statistics for the current day.

Tip

Reports that are run across weekly intervals may take several minutes to complete due to
the amount of call traffic previously generated on the telephone system within that period.
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CALLS BY TELEPHONE NUMBER
Shows you the number that calls you and those you call most frequently

This report type displays a list of the outside telephone numbers that external calls have either
originated from or have been made to. Call statistics are displayed against each item.
Dynamic row highlighting is supported for real-time variants of the report, based on whether calls
from/to the corresponding telephone number are currently being alerted or answered.
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AKIXI 1000
Akixi 1000 helps you manage your telephony resources and usage very cost effectively. Akixi 1000
offers real time call analytics with comprehensive reports allowing you to monitor extension activity,
campaign management, the status of your colleagues and enables you to recover abandoned calls.

Akixi 1000 Reports
Unreturned lost calls
Extension list
Extension BLF
Trunk interface list
Calls by DDI
Active call list
External content (via URL)
1000 Wallboard
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UNRETURNED LOST CALLS
Recover potential lost revenue and help improve service by returning
abandoned calls

This report type generates a list of external inbound abandoned calls. When abandoned calls have
been received and a subsequent return call to the outside party has been successfully made, or when
and if the external party calls again and the call has been successfully answered, these are then
automatically removed from the generated list.
Unreturned Lost Calls also supports row highlighting to demonstrate whether abandoned calls have
been returned when running the “Real-Time” duration option.

Tip

This is most useful when running the “Real-Time” date/time option. The abandoned call
list is immediately updated when a new abandoned call is generated on the telephone
system or when a successfully returned call is made to a previously abandoned caller.
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EXTENSION LIST
See who is making and receiving calls and how efficient they are

The Extension List shows a list of all internal devices in a table excluding Trunk and Hunt group
devices. Call statistics are displayed against each item. This report style also supports dynamic row
highlighting based on the corresponding device’s call state when running the “Real-Time” date/time
option.
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EXTENSION BLF – PRESENCE
See the status of your colleagues so that you can efficiently manage calls

This report style shows a list of all internal devices in a summary icon view.
Call statistics can be displayed by hovering the mouse over an icon.
Extension BLF also supports dynamic row highlighting and alerts based on the corresponding
device’s call or alert statistic state when running the “Real-Time” date/time option.
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TRUNK INTERFACE LIST
Determines how efficiently your lines are being used and if you are under or
over equipped
Trunk Interface List displays the application’s configured trunk device and trunk gateway devices with
call statistics shown against each item.
Dynamic row highlighting is supported for “Real-Time” variants of the report, based on whether calls
originating on the corresponding trunk are currently being alerted or answered.
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CALLS BY DDI
Informs you how effectively you are handling direct dial services and/or
advertising campaigns

Calls By DDI displays a list of the telephone numbers that external callers have dialled in order to call
devices or groups on the telephone system.
Call statistics are displayed against each item.
Telephone numbers are only shown for inbound trunk line calls where the network provider provides
inbound DDI digit information to the telephone system for the corresponding call so that it can be
routed accordingly.
Dynamic row highlighting is supported for “Real-Time” variants of the report, based on whether DDI
calls made via the corresponding telephone number are being alerted or answered.
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ACTIVE CALL LIST
Monitor the activity that is occurring now

The report content generated displays a live list of the active calls on the telephone system.
Active Call List shows no information when run against any other date/time option.
The report type supports row highlighting to depict the corresponding call’s active call status.

Tip

This style should be only used in conjunction with the “Real-Time” date/time option.
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THE 1000 WALLBOARD
Deliver better customer service by seeing what you need to do now

The 1000 Wallboard displays real-time statistics in large individual tiles where each statistic can have
a specifically configured alarm.

Tip

The 1000 Wallboard is useful to show an overall summary of business or call centre
performance which can be displayed on a large plasma screen, tablet or smartphone to
demonstrate key call handling metrics to phone users, teams, leaders and managers.
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EXTERNAL CONTENT (VIA URL)
Displays external content (via URL) for inclusion in wallboard transitions

This report style can display external content from a publicly available website published via a
URL. This is displayed via a transitional sequence as a slide show. When this report type is run
specifically with the “Real-Time” duration option, the configured web page is continuously refreshed
approximately every second.
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AKIXI 2000
The Akixi 2000 delivers contact centre tools that allow you to successfully manage your staff,
campaigns and resources very effectively. It monitors automatic call distribution and do not disturb
activity and measures the status, activity and performance of your agents. It will help you succeed
when your mission relies on the delivery of outstanding customer service.

Akixi 2000 Reports
Hunt Group List
DND Extension List
ACD Agent List
ACD Agent BLF
ACD/DND Activity Log
Calls By Account Code
2000 Wallboard
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HUNT GROUP LIST
Illustrates how effectively each hunt group is managing its calls

The Hunt Group List displays all hunt group devices in a table with call statistics shown against each
item for inbound calls that have specifically been distributed by each row’s hunt group device.
When run for the “Real-Time” date/time option, dynamic row highlighting is supported based on
whether calls are currently queuing in, being offered by, or answered within the corresponding hunt
group.
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DND EXTENSION LIST
A list of internal devices that shows users’ DND (do not disturb) status

This filtered report type shows a list of all internal devices in a table excluding Trunk and Hunt group
devices where their DND (do not disturb) feature is turned on. It determines the time spent measuring
non-telephone activity.
Turning this feature on makes the extension unavailable to receive calls. The field displays “Off”
when the extension device has the DND feature turned off, which would make it available to receive
inbound calls.
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ACD AGENT LIST
Shows you the performance of your ACD agents

The ACD Agent List shows a list of all ACD agents with call statistics displayed against each item.
When run against the “Real-Time” date/time option, this style also supports dynamic row highlighting
based on the corresponding agent’s ACD state. ACD Agent List also has a selection of “Not Available”
codes that provide different tags e.g. On Break, With A Customer, In Meeting, Vacation etc. These
codes can be very useful to determine the status of your team.
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ACD AGENT BLF
See the status of your colleagues in order to better manage calls with your ACD
queue team

ACD Agent BLF shows a list of all ACD agent identities in a summary icon view.
Call and ACD statistics can be displayed by hovering the mouse over an icon.
When run against the “Real-Time” date/time option, this report style also supports dynamic row
highlighting and alerts based on the corresponding device’s call or alert state.
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ACD/DND ACTIVITY LOG
A historical list showing the activity of your team

ACD/DND Activity Log generates a historic list of ACD “sign-in”, “sign-out”, and other ACD status
change instances performed by ACD agents. DND (do not disturb) state changes for extension
devices are also displayed.
This report list also contains ACD and DND status entries that are automatically created at the
beginning of the day, for every agent that remained signed in at the end of the previous day, or any
extension device that has remained with their DND feature turned on from the day before.

Tip

This style can be run against any date/time option, although it doesn’t support
customisable report row sorting where rows are always ordered by their “Entry Time”
field value. However, when the style is run for the “Real-Time” date/time option, newly
performed ACD state changes are automatically appended to the end of the generated
report output as they occur on the telephone.
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ACD N/A CODE USAGE
A list of ACD “not-available” reason codes which are specified by ACD agents
when they change to “not-available” state

Code usage statistics are displayed against each item. The report only shows reason codes actually
used within the duration that the corresponding report is being run against.
Dynamic row highlighting is supported for real-time variants of the report, based on whether any ACD
agents are currently in the “Not-Available” ACD state using the corresponding reason code shown by
the associated report row.

Tip

“Not-Available” reason codes are not supported on the Siemens HiPath, Panasonic TDA/
NCP and BroadSoft M6 telephony platforms. ACD “Not-Available” reason codes are
supported on the BroadSoft BroadWorks telephony platform for call centre ACD agents
using the Standard or Premium license.
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CALLS BY ACCOUNT CODE
Classify different call types and utilise codes to identify calls made or received
on behalf of clients and projects

This report type displays a list of account codes where the corresponding code was specifically
entered in against a call on the telephone system.
Call statistics are displayed against each item.

Tip

It is not possible to use this particular reporting style on the Siemens HiPath and
Panasonic TDA/NCP telephone systems since the application does not capture account
code information for calls.
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THE 2000 WALLBOARD
Enables you to deliver better customer service in your ACD queues by allowing
you to see what you need to do now

This 2000 Wallboard displays real-time statistics in large individual tiles where each statistic can have
a specifically configured alarm. This style differs from the 1000 variant by additionally supporting the
display of ACD specific statistics such as “Busy”, “Not-Available”, “Wrap Up”, “Sign-In” etc.

Tip

This report style is useful to show an overall summary of business or call centre
performance which can be displayed on a large plasma screen to demonstrate key call
handling metrics to phone users, team leaders and managers.
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CHARTING
Charting is available across all report styles within the Akixi 1000 and Akixi 2000 product levels,
and all charts are customisable with real time capability. Utilising these charts provides consistent
comparable statistics which simplifies data in a presentable and aesthetically pleasing way.
Akixi provides multiple types of charts including pie, doughnut, line, area, radar, column and bar
charts. The charts are also available in 2D, 3D and stacked format. All charts can be configured with
both row and field alarms.
Please see below for a few examples of the Akixi reports as charts. Please note that all values can be
modified to display the required values.
Extension list report (as a 3D bar chart)
The Extension List report allows you to see who is making
and receiving calls. The original report displays all internal
devices in a table (excluding Trunk and Hunt group devices)
and call statistics are displayed against each item.
Bar charts are best for comparing values between different
extensions, agents and hunt groups.
This Extension Bar Chart allows you to see for example the
number of advanced calls, inbound answered and inbound
calls for each extension as well as configured alarms.

Calls by half hour interval (as a line chart)
The Calls By Half Hour Interval report shows you how
busy you are during different times of the day. The report
displays a list of half hour intervals that exist within the
starting and ending duration that the corresponding report
is run against.
Line charts are best used to compare trends over time
for interval-group reports such as the Calls By Half Hour
Interval report.
This Calls By Half Hour Interval line chart allows you to
quickly see for example the peak times that you are busy
during the day including statistics for inbound answered,
inbound calls, outbound answered, outbound calls and
much more.

ACD agent list (as a 2D doughnut chart)
The ACD Agent List shows you the performance of your
ACD agents and a list of all ACD agents with call statistics
displayed.
Doughnut charts are best used to illustrate a sample break
down in a single dimension meaning that they are generally
better for comparing statistics across all devices.
This ACD Agent Doughnut chart allows you to see for
example the amount of inbound calls, inbound answered
and advanced calls your agents have made.
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POLYCOM VVX INTEGRATION
Akixi’s 1000 and 2000 reporting can now be integrated with Polycom VVX handsets which can
display select report styles including the Desktop Wallboard. Akixi can be integrated on the
Polycom VVX 500 and Polycom VVX 600 phone models. The phone’s microbrowser settings can be
configured via a normal desktop browser.

For more information on how
to get your Polycom phone
integrated with the Akixi
Service please contact us
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CALL RECORDING PLUG-IN WITH DUBBER
Akixi has partnered with Dubber to provide our customers with our “Call Recording Plug-In” feature.
The call recording plug-in is available across all Akixi product levels. The Call Recording Playback
functionality is available for all reporting supervisor licenses including Akixi Lite, Akixi 1000, Akixi 2000
Supervisors and Presence Users.
Using Akixi’s Call Recording Plug-In will allow customers to track every step of their call and find
and retrieve a recording from any particular part of the call. Customers will be able to record any
incoming or outgoing calls. All recordings can be easily retrieved and downloaded in mp3 format.
The date, time and duration of the call are all listed as well as the “from” and “to” telephone
numbers of the call segment.
In order to have the Call Recording Plug-In feature and enable call recording play back on the
Akixi Service, your current telephony provider must have Dubber implemented with their BroadSoft
BroadWorks platform.

Dubber is the world’s most scalable call
recording service that enables users to
record, save, replay and interact with
their calls like never before. Dubber’s
call recording from a native cloud
platform has revolutionised telephony
technology. Its unlimited scalability,
no upfront costs and true SaaS
offering enables service providers and
customers to use and benefit from call
recording like never before.

Visit Dubber here

For more information on our “call recording plug-in” please contact us.
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CONCLUSION
After reading this document you should now have a better understanding of Akixi’s products and the
multiple types of reporting styles available. The user has the ability to choose the style of the reports
and choose the time frame.
Akixi’s charts are available on Akixi 1000 and Akixi 2000 and come in multiple styles and are
available in 2D, 3D and stacked format. Specific reports can now be configured and displayed on
Polycom VVX handsets and Akixi now offers a Call Recording Plug-In which is available across
reporting supervisor levels and for Presence users.
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Get in touch
You can find out more at www.akixi.com
or contact our team who will be happy to help:
+44 (0)1293 853060
info@akixi.com
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